Government
early israelite monarchy 70
forms of - in Israel before the monarchy 67
office of - in islam states 2268

Grace
nature and - in A.A. van Ruler and O. Noordmans 544
nature and - in Thomas Aquinas 1143

Graham, Billy
as homilist 1905

Great Britain
christian higher education in 2145
position of G. Berkeley in british philosophy 2303

Great Trek
historiography on 1347
history of 1398
N.G. Church in the Cape and the Voortrekkers 1396
pastoral letter of the 1837 synod 1401
reading matter of the Voortrekkers 1361
S. Cilliers and E. Smit 1488
U.G. Lauts, the Netherlands and the Voortrekkers 1400
Voortrekkers and mission 1397

Greek
ancient - , roman and jewish educational systems and modern education 2037
ancient - thought as origin of western theology 1121
decline of greek-roman heathenism 1117
figurative and idiomatic speech in the - New Testament 264

Logos, Trinity and incarnation in early - apologetics 1118
of the New Testament 266
at Potchefstroom University 2101

Greek Orthodox Church
attitude of Roman Catholic Church towards members of 1674

Griffith, P.R. 1506

Guilt
- feelings 697

Habakkuk
message of 209

Hammurabi
Moses and 114

Hare Krishna
in South Africa 2240

Harper, M.
art and Harper's conversion to roman catholicism 1732

Heart transplantation 956

Heathenism
church and - in Africa 2354
decline of greek-roman - 1117
'power' in - and in the Bible 2263
in younger churches 2393, 2407

Hebrew
aims and methods of teaching - for the study of theology 157
declarative estimative hiphCil 128
distinction between piCel and hiphCil 129
- rhythms and exegesis 159
- studies and ancient manuscripts 143
history of - language 137
history of the study of 145
ina IGI DN and lipeney yhwh in treaty and covenant contexts 156
Hebrew (cont)

Ihm in 140
linguistic status of Mishnaic - 80
necessary requirements for the scholar of 163
non-substantive participle in relative sentences in - prose 141
pehâ in 138
phonemic status of gemination in Classical - 132, 136
qattâl/qattôl nominal linkage in Old - 127
Rephaim in rm aby btk rpim 144
status constructus in biblical - 158
š-l in 135
šalôm and the christian peace concept 161
šelem, etymology 130
suffix conjugation and prefix conjugation in old - poetry 139
ultrashort vowels in Tiberian - 81
verbal valancy and verbal sentences in 151
yayin, etymology 155
Hegel, G.W.F.
and german historicism 1107
and the speculative philosophy of history 1101
Heidegger, M.
'being', 'thought' and 'language' in 2305
and nihilism 2306
and the problem of history 1065
Heidelberg Catechism
personal salvation in 1225
preaching from 1928
400 year service of 1226
Helene Franz Hospital 1452

possible hellenistic background to Es 115
see also Greek

Hereroland
renish missionaries as headmen in 1436

Hermannsburg Missionary Society
political influence of - in Transvaal 1453

Hermeneutics
biblicism and demythologisation 30
and the Bible 25
biblical criticism and faith 571
in black theology 21, 34
of Calvin 1190
christomonism in old testament - 39
communication structure in F.D.E. Schleiermacher's hermeneutic 564
G. Ebeling's hermeneutic and homiletics 1920-1
and ethics 6
exegesis and interpretation of the Bible 29
freedom and uncertainty in R. Bultmann 561
fundamentalism in the use of the Old Testament 19
heuristics, - and the authority of the Bible 8
and history 14-6, 22
meaning of parables 259-60
modal aesthetics, art-theory and 416
modern theological - 26
of the Old Testament 11
old testament - and fulfilment in Christ 38
old testament - in black theology and in white theology 1922
old testament - of Theodoret of Cyrrhus 1128
and the Old Testament/New Testament relationship 11
reality and interpretation in the New Testament 252
Hermeneutics (cont)
structuralism in 14
use of the Bible by the 'Landmann Commission' 1054
use of the Bible in theology 12, 250, 253
see also Exegesis

Hervormde Kerk in Suidelike Afrika
relations of the Ned. Herv. Church with 1426

Hexateuch
jahvist and the handing down of 124
see also Pentateuch

Higher criticism
J. du Plessis' and Old Testament Studies in the N.G. Church 1358

Hinduism
Hare Krishna in South Africa 2240
mother-goddess Mariamma in Natal 2265

Historiography
differences of interpretation in 1109
on the Great Trek 1347
historical coherence and context in art - 418
and the interpretation of history 1103
Josephus on the Kingdom of Judah 59
origin of afrikaans - 1344
of philosophy 2297
polemical literature and intellectual life in South Africa 1351
popular - in South Africa 1336
G.S. Preller as historiographer 1348
principles and methods of 1096
problems in 1072
problems in - and the teaching of history 1062
race relations in south african - 1353
social - 1086
sources for - of the Geref. Church 1386
south african - 1345
on the 1914 rebellion 1339
see also Chronology

History
afrikaans view of 1341, 1343
aims and methods of historical comparison 1083
and the Bible 8, 250, 253, 616
calvinistic sociology and the philosophy of 1294
church history, salvation history and secular - 1057
as compulsory matric subject 1097
contemporary - 1071
covenant and kingdom of God in the christian view of 1095
forming of historical perspective at university 2111
God's acts in 638
G.W.F. Hegel and german historicism 1107
G.W.F. Hegel and the speculative philosophy of 1101
M. Heidegger and the problem of 1065
as hermeneutical problem 14-6, 22
historical method 1108
historical truth 1093
historical truth and calvinistic view of 1087
historicism 14
Holy Spirit and 731, 747
immaturity in the practicing of 1078
interpretation of 1103
interpretation of south african - 1332
and life 1073
man as hero in 1092
History (cont)
H.-I. Marrou on the nature and value of 1076
myth and 1067
nature and value of 1081
objectivity in 1090
past and future in 1106
philosophy and 1098
philosophy of 1088-9
and politics 1074
problems in historiography and the teaching of 1062
race, - and ideology 1021
reformation and revolution in 989
relativity in the views on 1085
and relevance 1075
relevance as task of the historian 1084
and revelation 16, 170
sources for the study of south african - 1350
study of - of afrikaans culture 414
study of - of philosophy 2291
task of the historian 1099
teaching of 1077
terminology and judgement of value in 1061
theoretical aspect of 1079
time and 1100
transitions in human - 1091
urban - and the history of urbanisation 1080
view and study of 1102
T. Woltjer's view on 1104

History of Doctrine
charisms in church history and 751
Church History and 1058
justice in - , philosophy and political science 865
synergism and human responsibility in 646

History of Mission
and Church History 1060

Hofmeyr, N.J.
as preacher and homilist 1507

Holism 2299-300

Holy Spirit
baptism with 733, 745
Basil the Great on 1130
Bible and the doctrine of 732, 746
Bible on spiritual readiness 748
charisms see Charisms
Christ's government of the church through Word and 1691
church and - in J. Moltmann 771
and the coming into being and understanding of the New Testament 247
communion with 740
errors in the views on 743
and faith in Paul 332
fruit of - in the individual and society 741-2
fullness of 744
guidance of 738-9
in history 731, 747
indwelling of 734-5
person of 737
and politics 749
promise of 283
and public worship 1861, 1871
reception of - in Samaria (Ac 8:14-17) 330
Word and - and preaching in Calvin 1182
work of 736
and world in Col 337

Homiletics
G. Ebeling's hermeneutic and 1920-1
exhortational-didactic content of C. Kingsley's sermons 1906
B. Graham as homilist 1905
N.J. Hofmeyr as preacher and homilist 1507
Homiletics (cont)
  homiletic guidelines to Jn 13 322
  A.J. van der Merwe as homilist 1908
  modern semantics and formal - 254
  sermon style of C. Kingsley 1907
  see also Preaching

Homosexuality
  general 961
  homosexual behaviour in depth psychology 1962
  old testament views on 1964
  treatment of 1960

Hoornbeeck, J. 1238

Hope
  'A common account of hope' (WCC statement) 1666
  christian - and faith in human progress 573
  mission as act of christian - 2361
  theology of 1010

Hopkins, C.M.
  logos theme in the Bible and writings of 428

Housing
  - patterns among the Venda 2262
  for the poor 1844

Hugenote memorial building 1416

Huguenots
  and afrikaans culture 1389
  coming of - to South Africa 1390
  genealogies of - in South Africa 1391
  and modern political thought 1221

Humanism
  american - 2477
  christianity and 2446
  greek-mediteval - and modern humanism 2290
  influence of - and the doctrine of God 644
  of K. Marx 2475
  theocratism and ethical - in D. Bonhoeffer 558
  threat of - to the christian nationalism of the Afrikaner 505

Human rights
  general 899
  biblical basis for 900
  and conflict situations 895
  law and 894
  protection of - in South Africa 898
  and the 'rule of law' 897
  theological basis for 896

Husserl, E.
  influence of - on Phenomenology of Religion 2225

Huyzers, W.F.H. 1508

Hybris
  chokma-Joseph-Hybris 110

Hymn
  general 1898-9
  psalm as 1883, 1894

Idealism
  materialism, - and calvinism 2216

Ideology
  general 2485-6, 2494
  christian philosophy and 2283
  church and - in Africa 2492
  church-centredness as 762
  ideological powers 2481
  ideological threat to the Afrikaner 2484
  ideologies in South Africa 2473
  Jesus and state ideologies 994
  liberalism and - in South Africa 2482
  race, history and 1021
Ideology (cont)
in sociology 2319
theology and 542

Illegitimacy
baptism of illegitimates in the
Roman Catholic Church 1718
illegitimates and roman catho-
lic canonical law 1719

Image of God
Calvin on man as 1189
human sciences and 2288
man as 719
meaning of the expression
- 718

Immortality
death and 692, 694
- , death and resurrection
691
life, death and - in the New
Testament 270
life, death and - in philo-
sophy 2292
resurrection and - in the
New Testament and the
ancient world 268
of the soul 689, 711

Incarnation
contextualisation and 2386
Logos, Trinity and - in
early greek apologetics
1118

Independent churches in
Africa
general 2397
challenge of - to historical
churches 2398
eucharist in 2401
missionary outreach of 2399
and mission theology 2400
understanding of the
ministry in 2396

India
Danish Missionary Society in
1273
Roman Catholic Church in 1272

Indian Baptist Church in South
Africa
origin and development of
1450

Indians, south african
history and socio-religious atti-
tudes of buddhist - 2232
meaning of religious commitment
in an unstable indian society
2237
mission among - in Natal 2366
religious concepts of indian
school children 2241

Indigenisation
africanisation in the early
church 1116
africanisation in 19th century
mission of the N.G. Church
1413
africanisation of the church in
the 20th century 2395
africanisation of theology 2377
afrikaans churches and the
africanisation of the church
1360
of the church 1111
english churches and the afri-
canisation of the church
1365
indigenous church and communi-
cation 2423
see also Contextualisation

Indoctrination
propaganda, - and censorship
940
university, educational - and
Philosophy 2074

Indonesia
christian education in 2122
christian science in 2100

Industry
church and 1748, 2411
church in industrial areas
1747
industrialisation and the Roman
Catholic Church in South
Africa 1753
Industry (cont)
man in industrial society 1749
reasons for urban industrial mission 2410
sufficiency of the Bible and industrial culture 630
technological age and the Christian in 1757
work as principle in industrial psychology 2343

Infinity 588

Inscription
inscriptions of old testament times 100

Institute for the Advancement of Calvinism
general 1650
research on calviniana literature by 1174

Introduction science
introduction to the books of the pentateuch and the prophets 121

Investiture controversy
issues of 1134

Ireland
central catholic library in Dublin 1258
roman catholicism and protestantism in 1260

Irenaeus
atonement in 1129

Isaiah
Deutero-Isaiah and the dialogue between Judaism and Christianity 2226
linguistics and dating of - 1:4-9 200
prq in Targum - 201

Islam
church and - in Africa 1442
and the gospel in Africa 2270

office of government in the - state 2268
revelation and reality in 2272
Schech Yusuf as founder of - in South Africa 2266
in South Africa 2267
see also Koran

Israel
Ancient Near East and early israelite monarchy 70
forms of government in - before the monarchy 67
influence of Mesopotamia and Babylonia on israelite literature 74
history of 54

Jaarsveld, F.A. van
and afrikaans national consciousness 1337

Jacobs, J.P. 1509
Jacobs, P.D. 1510

Jahvist
and the handing down of the hexateuch 124

James
and the apostolic church 241

Japan
christian higher education in - the Far East 2162
christian teacher at christian universities in 2114

Jarret-Kerr, M.
literature and faith in 421

Jealousy
in Gn and rabbinic sources 179

Jerusalem
James and the apostolic church in 241

Jerusalem Scrolls (Qumran) 232
Jerusalem gangers' and J.A. Enslin 1392

Jespers, F. 482

Jesus Christ and ancestors in Africa 2380
K. Barth and Jesus on burial of - and the holy shroud of Turin 235
Calvin and the corpus christianum 1187
Christ's government of the church 1693
Christ's government of the church through Word and Spirit 1691
church as body of 757
crucifiers of 239
divinity of - in John and Paul 282
following of 1730
and the fulfilment of the Old Testament 18, 38
jewish teachings on the Messiah at the time of 228
kingdom of God in the preaching and work of 281
kingship of - and christian calling 238
'Lamb of God' in the New Testament 255
length of Jesus' public ministry 237
Logos theme in the Bible and in G.M. Hopkins 428
Logos, Trinity and incarnation in early greek apologetics 1118
modernism in Christology 536
native language of 265, 273
neo-marxist views on 2449
in the Old Testament 175
and the Old Testament canon 119
origin of christology 726

and roman catholic office bearers 1933
and state ideologies 994
theology of the cross and the suffering God 725
Via Dolorosa 236
see also Word of God

Jews
ancient greek, roman and jewish educational systems and modern education 2037
jewish teaching on the Messiah at the time of Jesus 228
Koran and 94
S. Luria's writings and the polish jewish community 2273
Vatican II on 1334
zionism as jewish nationalism 2274
see also Judaism, Zionism

Job
life, death and resurrection in 221
problem of suffering in 165
problem of suffering in - and pastoral care 167
use of pentateuchal traditions in 220

John the Baptist
appearance and meaning of 242
preaching and baptism of 243-4

John, Epistles of entolë ('commandment') in 267
meaning of 1 Jn 3:9 with reference to 1 Jn 1:8,10 338
structure and exegesis of 3 Jn 339

John, Gospel according to entolë ('commandment') in 267
and Paul on the divinity of Christ 282
symbolism in 324
1 and Gn 1,2 37
1:1-4,14, translation 45
4:23f on truth 323
John, Gospel according to (cont)
13, exegetical guidelines 325
13, homiletical guidelines 322
17:21 and church unity 278

St John Vianney Seminary, Pretoria 1459

Jonah
message of 206
perspectives on mission in 205

Joseph
Chokma-Joseph-Hybris 110

Josephus
on the history of the Kingdom of Judah 59

Joshua
and the entry into Canaan 57

Journalism
meaning of ecclesiastical - for theology and the church 2224

Jubilee, Year of
in and outside the pentateuch 176

Judah
and Tamar 180

Judah, Kingdom of
Josephus on the final history of 59

Judaism
changes in religious attitudes in non-religious kibbutzim since 1967 2275
Deutero-Isaiah and the dialogue between - and Christianity 2226
S. Luria's writings and the Polish Jewish community 2273
T. Meyer's conversion from - to Roman Catholicism 1734

re-education of man in 92
zionism 2276-7
zionism as Jewish nationalism 2274

Judges
Samson in Gaza 112
Song of Deborah 195

Jüngel, E.
on God and love 636

Jung, C. 2307

Justice
Bible and 838
calvinism and 1276
Calvin on man's cognigence of 1201
Calvin on state and 1199
church and - in South African society 830
church, - and society 875
church and political - in South African society 993
church and social - 854
and ethics 814
ethics and - in South African society 845
evangelism and the quest for social - 862
individualism in 856
injustice, nationalism and political aims 978
juridical view of man 717
juridical views on - in South African society 872
justification and social - 842
in philosophy, history of doctrine and political science 865
sceptre of - and Ps 45:7b 216
social views on - in South African society 868
subjective - in christian science of law 1692
and view of man 869

Justification
and social justice 842
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Juvenile delinquency</th>
<th>treatment of juvenile delinquents in South Africa</th>
<th>1966</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kant, I.</td>
<td>2308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karoo</td>
<td>N.G. Church architecture in the Great</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keet, R.</td>
<td>use of the Bible in the poetry of</td>
<td>476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kekane, J.</td>
<td>1511</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keret epic</td>
<td>difficult passages in</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26-43</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54-59</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59-72</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>73-79</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79(b)-89</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin, M.</td>
<td>as missionary in Uganda</td>
<td>1439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kierkegaard, S.</td>
<td>general</td>
<td>562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ethics and religion in</td>
<td>563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>philosophy of religion</td>
<td>2309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kikuyuland</td>
<td>Mau Mau rebellion and the Roman Catholic Church in</td>
<td>1437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingdom of God</td>
<td>general</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>church and</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and church unity</td>
<td>785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>church, world and</td>
<td>597, 1765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>co-ordination of church offices and</td>
<td>1706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>covenant and - in the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>christian view of history</td>
<td>1095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and ethnic identity</td>
<td>988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and the kingdoms of this world</td>
<td>276, 595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kingship of Christ and christian calling</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and obedience</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and preaching</td>
<td>1916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in the preaching and work of Jesus</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>proximity of</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Satan's work against</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>violence to</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in Zph</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingsley, C.</td>
<td>as christian educationist</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>exhortational-didactic content of Kingsley's sermons</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>as preacher</td>
<td>1262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sermons by</td>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sermon style of</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klerk, B.J. de</td>
<td>1512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klerk, W.J. de</td>
<td>1513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klopstock, G.</td>
<td>and modern poetry</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>calvinism and valid</td>
<td>1304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>experiencing and - of God</td>
<td>637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>faith and - in early medieval thought</td>
<td>591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of the future and eschatology</td>
<td>805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of the future and moral responsibility</td>
<td>857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>imagination in Thomas Aquinas' theory of</td>
<td>1144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nature and morality of scientific</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>revelation and</td>
<td>611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knox, J.</td>
<td>as reformer of Scotland</td>
<td>1220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>as scottish calvinist</td>
<td>1218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koekemoer, P.B.J.</td>
<td>1514</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Koen, N.T.
as missionary among the Venda
1515

Koers
general 1641-2
bibliography of articles in - on education 1589
reorganisation of 1645
10th anniversary of 1646
21st anniversary of 1639
25th anniversary of 1640

'Koinonia Declaration'
and christian witness in society 861
text of 1022

Koran
Gospel of Barnabas 2269
on the Jews 94
names of 2271
semantics and terminology of paradise in 91
see also Islam

Kraaifontein congregation
catechesis of 2188

Kruger Day
keeping of - in schools 2099

Kruger, S.J.P. 1516

Kuitert, H.M.
man in the ethics of 809

Kuyper, A.
centenary of Kuyper's birth 1241
man, faith and religion in 545
and the millenium 547
on physical education 2036
and religious freedom in the USA 1270

Labour
Gn 4:2 and - problems 173
state and - relations 916

Labour union
importance of a christian national - for South Africa 1644

Laity
general 1780, 1789
activating roman catholic lay apostolate 1772, 1786-8
catholic men's society 1783
catholic women's league 1794
fields of roman catholic lay work in South Africa 1796
history of roman catholic lay apostolate 1779
Legion of Mary 1782
nature and necessity of roman
catholic lay apostolate 1797
parish as centre of roman
catholic lay apostolate 1781
participation of roman catholic - in socio-economic life 1773
priesthood of 1793
roman catholic - and christian renewal 1790, 1792
roman catholic - and mission 1775, 2433-5
roman catholic lay apostolate in South Africa 1774, 1776, 1791
roman catholic lay movements 1777
task of - in mission and in the upbuilding of the congregation 2437
training of 1785, 1800
training of roman catholic - 1778

Language
being, - and thought in M.
Heidegger 2305
christian terminology and mission 2369
communication and conference on education in the mother - 2090
double medium education and bilingualism 1990
future of native languages in South Africa 2372
Language (cont)
- problem in education at the time of the Union of South Africa 1987
- problem in education in Transvaal 1995, 2088
roman catholic missionary in a multilingual state 2346
use of - and censorship 934

Latin
semantic background of socii in garum sociorum 149

Latin America
M. Bonino on latin american liberation theology 2403
christian higher education in 2144
liberation theology in 2404
K. Marx in latin american theology 2453
Marxism and the church in 2457

Lausanne Covenant
and evangelisation 2204

Lauts, U.G.
- , the Netherlands and the Voortrekkers 1400

Law
abortion as ethical and juridical problem 947
christian higher education and Science of - 2127
God, - and world in B.J. van der Walt 641
God's - and ethics 823
and gospel in E. Brunner's ethic 560
and human rights 894
human rights and the 'rule of law' 897
juridical aspects of censorship 941
juridical view of life 907
juridical view of man 717
juridical views on justice in south african society 872
justice and ethics 814
legislation on black education 2091
life and death in south african - 909
revelation, theology and Science of - 351
Science of - and the changing of human life 1006
south african marital laws 969
sovereignty of God and civil - 643
subjective justice in christian Science of - 1692
wonder and 683

Legion of Mary
general 1782
priest and 1466, 1814
and religious neutrality 1465

Leibniz, G.W.
and modern universities 2311

Leipold, C.L.
religious views of 459

Lent 1860

Leroux, E.
religion and world-view in the writings of 448
religious motifs in Die derde oog by 486

Lesotho
education in 2110
exchange treaties between Moshesh and the Methodists 1455
first roman catholic missionaries in 1444

Leyds, W.J. 1388

Liberalism
general 2476, 2483
capitalism, communism, - and the church 2478
communism, capitalism and 2468
Liberalism (cont)
influence of - in South Africa 2480
- , ideology and South Africa 2482
and nationalism 516
and the western world 2493

Liberation
of oppressors 2405
reformation as act of 1158

Liberation theology
general 1010
M. Bonino on latin american - 2403
in Latin America 2404

Life
biological aspect of life-view 695
biologism and Thomas Aquinas 658
christian world-view and life-view and the modern world 509
creation of 665
and death in south african law 909
education and life-view 2123
evolutionistic world-view and life-view 678
fruit of the Spirit in - of the individual and society 741-2
history and 1073
juridical view of 907
- , death and immortality in the New Testament 270
- , death and immortality in philosophy 2292
- , death and resurrection in Job 221
life-view 379
literature and life-view in modern afrikaans prose 496
origins and evolution of 671
origins of - as biological problem 655
philosophical analysis of world-view and life-view 393
relevance of faith for public - in lutheranism and calvinism 1166
religious and life-purpose attitudes of neurotics 1949
Science of Law and the changing of human - 1006
soviet biologism of Lyssenko 662
university and education for 2107
vitality as basis of black philosophy 2257
wonder of 656
world-view and life-view of the Afrikaner 508, 511, 524, 526

Lion-Cachet, J. and F.
and Afrikanerdom 1487

'Lions International' 2497

Literature
advancement of roman catholic drama 454
alienation in the writings of A. Camus 466
author and church 443
belief in 440
Bible and afrikaans - 495
Bible and criticism of 480
christian criticism of prose 479
the christian and the tragic in 415
control over 492
drama, cinema and radio 468
drama based on biblical history and south african history 427
existentialism in french - 481
and faith in M. Jarret-Kerr 421
and life-view in modern afrikaans prose 496
Logos-theme in the Bible and in the writings of G.M. Hopkins 428
Literature (cont)

D.F. Malherbe, Saul die worstelheld and the Bible 438

F. Mauriac as novelist 449

motifs in the biblical prose and dramas of D.F. Malherbe 426

origins of the medieval drama 493

polemical - and intellectual life in South Africa 1351

pornographic - 470

religion and world-view in the writings of E. Leroux 448

and the religion of children 2049

religious implications of Vergelegen en die geskiedenis 458

religious motifs in E. Leroux, Die derde oog 486

religious motifs in W. Shakespeare, Hamlet 499

secularism and the absurd in the writings of A. Camus 431

A. Small, The orange earth and Calvinism 439

sovereignty of God and the tragic in 441

valid view of 498

woman and church in the writings of G. von le Fort 445

see also Art, Censorship, Poetry

Liturgy

general 1862

and catholic action 1866

changes in roman catholic - 1877

church discipline and 1873

and the collection 1867

festive nature of 1872

Holy Spirit and 1861, 1871

of the mass 1880

music in 1895

origins of the medieval liturgic drama 493

renewal of 1868

roman catholic - 1875

in roman catholic mission 1869

in roman catholic schools 1863

rubrics for benediction 1876

use of candles in 1874

see also Worship

Logos

- theme in the Bible and in the writings of G.M. Hopkins 428

- , Trinity and incarnation in early greek apologetics 1118

see also Word of God

London Missionary Society

bibliography on - in South Africa 1454

Loneliness

alienation and - of modern man 1940

unity and - in the fellowship of saints 1948

Lord's Day

and the Jewish sabbath 1115

keeping of 901, 905

sports on 903

state and the keeping of 904

work on 902

Louw, N.P. van Wyk

Eusebius poems by 462

poetry and religion in 423, 425

prayer in the poetry of 446

view of God of 474

Love

as characteristic of the church 764

God and - in E. Jüngel 636

man, - and ethics 864, 867

Luke, Gospel according to

Luke as church historian 320

salvation history in 321

16:16 and violence to the kingdom of God 305
Luria, S.
Luria's writings and the polish jewish community 2273

Lutheranism
relevance of faith for public life in - and calvinism 1166

Luther, M.
Augustine's and Pelagius' doctrine of salvation and 1120
and Calvin on Christianity and politics 1167
church and political authority in 1163
and exegesis 33
Luther's views on Mary 1165
as man of the moment 1162
on the purpose of christian faith 1205
reconciliation in 1164

Lyssenko
soviet biologism of 662

Magazine
for a parish 1742

Magic
belief in - among Blacks 2254
as cultural phenomenon 2260
medicine, - and sorcery among the Southern Sotho 2243
religion, - and secularism 2251

Malachi
1:11 212

Malan, D.F.
as minister for Foreign Affairs 1517

Malan, J.F. 1518

Malherbe, D.F.
motifs in the biblical prose and dramas by 426
Saul die worstelheld by - and the Bible 438

Man
alienation and loneliness of modern 1940
biblical view of - and society 713
biological aspect of the view of 695
black church and human brokenness 1947
body, soul and spirit 690
calvinistic view of 1298
Calvin on God's fathership over mankind 1195
Calvin on - as image of God 1189
Calvin on man's cognigence of justice 1201
Calvin's view of 1207
and the changing world 709
christian and phenomenological view of 710
christian hope and faith in human progress 573
christian view of 699, 700-1, 704-6
conference on human relations 874
endangered - 687-8, 693, 717
in the ethics of H.M. Kuitert 809
fallen - in Ec 225
V.E. Frankl's view of 2339
and freedom 715, 881
generating superhumans 964
and God in modern times 716
and guilt 697
as hero in history 1092
human brokenness and dividedness 698
human personality as principle for christian Psychology 2335
Man (cont)

human rights see Human rights

human sciences and the image of God 2288
as image of God 718-9
immortality and death of 692, 694
immortality, death and resurrection of 691
immortality of the soul 689, 711
in industrial society 1749
juridical view of 717
justice and view of 869
- , faith and religion in H. Bavinck, A. Kuyper and H. Dooyeweerd 545
- , love and ethics 864, 867
maturity of 712
music and 494
nature and meaning of transitions in human history 1091
nature of 708
in the Old Testament 172
and reality 703
relationship of 714
religio-cultural implications of the Modimo-macro-anthropos relationship 2245
religion as basis for human activity 374
Science of Law and the changing of 1006
secularism and modern - 2217
spirituality of - in K. Barth 334
sport, politics and human relations 998
P. Teilhard de Chardin on the freedom of 566
thought of - and reality 696
view of - and education 686
views on - in philosophy 702, 707, 2285, 2296
Word of God and 621
and work 919

Mannheim, K.
function of Christianity in 2329

Mans, C.J. 1519

Maoism 2452

Mao Zedong
atheism of 2451

Marais, B.J.
general 1521-2
and biblical foundations of apartheid 1520

Marcuse, H.
dialectical ethics in Marcuse's philosophy of revolution 982

Mariamma
role of - in Hinduism in Natal 2265

Mari texts
Gn 34 and 181

Mark, Gospel according to
author and compilation of 319
2:18-22, exegesis 317
4:10-12, exegesis 318

Marriage
adultery 971
alternatives for - in permissive society 1969
customary union 2417-20
divorce 968
divorce policy 967
and family 965
juridical aspects of 969
- counselling in pastoral care 1970
- customs of the Amorites 71
- formulary and education 2017
- preparation course 1972
mixed marriages 1030
polygamy and baptism 2376
psychological views on - problems 1973
Marriage (cont)
roman catholic canonical law and - in the missionary situation 2415-6
of roman catholic deacons 1836
Marrou, H.-L.
on the nature and value of history 1076
Marsilius of Padua
powers of church and state in 1138
Marxism
Calvinism and 1291
challenge of - to the church 2450, 2454, 2459, 2466
and the church in Latin America 2457
ethics of neo-marxism 2467
failures of 2456
influence of 2458
K. Marx and marxism 2462
marxist criticism of religion 2455
neo-marxism 2448
neo-marxist views on Jesus 2449
Roman Catholic Church and - in Africa 1760
World Council of Churches, Reformed Churches in the Netherlands and 1670
see also Communism
Marx, K.
humanism of 2475
in latin american theology 2453
and marxism 2462
Mary
adoration of - in Francis of Liguori 1328
Ambrose and the adoration of 1131
assumption of 1329
and the body of Christ 1326
in the gospels 1324
history of the adoration of 1331
history of the doctrine of immaculate conception 1325
Luther and the adoration of 1165
- cult in the Roman Catholic Church 1327
mediation of 1332
in theology 1330
St. Mary's Cathedral, Cape Town 1464, 1469
Mass
history of 800
liturgy of 1880
portable altar 1881
service of the offering in 1879
see also Eucharist
Materialism
descent of 2495
- , idealism and calvinism 2216
Matthew, Gospel according to J.S. Bach, St. Matthew Passion 465
fulfilment of the Old Testament in 307
meaning and use in the beatitudes 304
1, structural analysis 308
2, structural analysis, form and message 312
3:1-4:22, structural analysis 314
4:23-5:48, structural analysis 315
6, structural analysis 311
7, structural analysis 313
8:1-9:35, structural analysis 310
9:35-11:1, structural analysis 306
11-12, structural interrelations 309
11:12-13 and violence to the kingdom of God 305
13, structural analysis 316
Mau Mau rebellion
and the Roman Catholic Church in Kikuyuland 1437

Mauriac, F.
as novelist 449

Mauritius
Roman Catholic Church in 1271

Mediator
Mary as 1332

Medical Science
abortion as ethical and juridical problem 947
aspects of medical ethics 948
cancer as eugenetical problem 952
Christianity and 385
and Christian higher education 2103
ethics of organ transplantation 954
eugenetics and medical genetical treatment 953
heart transplantation 956
hysterectomy 949
medical mission work 2432
sex change operations 950
and the sick of the modern age 955

Medicine
— , magic and sorcery among the Southern Sotho 2243

Member, church
education of — and the upbuilding of the congregation 1750
expectations of members from the preaching 1909
involvement of — in mission 2352
requirements for church membership 285-6

Merwe, A.J. van der
as homilist 1908

Mesopotamia
and Israelite literature 74

Messiah
in the beatitudes 300
Jesus as suffering — and mission 2347
Jewish teachings on the — at the time of Jesus 228

Metaphysics
and art 429, 488

Methodist Church
exchange treaties between Moshesh and the Methodists 1455
mission and education by — at Thaba Nchu 1597
theological training of Blacks in 1605

Methodology
pedagogical strength of Christian — 2031

Meyburg, L.
as social worker 1523

Meyer, T.
conversion of — from Judaism to Roman Catholicism 1734

Micah
actuality of the message of 207

Middle Ages
church and state in 1132
faith and knowledge in early medieval thought 591
faith and reason in Averroes and Thomas Aquinas 1145
greek-medieval humanism and modern humanism 2290
influence of Augustinianism and Pelagianism in 1120
influence of various cultures on medieval philosophy 1140
medieval culture and medieval philosophy 1136
medieval views on interest and commerce 1139
Middle Ages (cont)
nominalism and realism in 1137 
origins of the medieval liturgic drama 493 
spirit of 1133 
synthesis thought in medieval philosophy 1141 
synthesis thought in medieval theology 1122 

Militarism 
and pacifism 927 

Millenium 
A. Kuyper and 547 

Milton 
and calvinism 1259, 1263 

Minister 
and his study 1821 
mutual recognition of ordained ministers 1709 
official position of 1822 
ofices of missionary and 2436 
requirements for the office of - in Calvin 1209 
struggle of 261 
training of black ministers and evangelists for the Ned. Herv. Church 1634-6 
the zulu - 2439 

Ministry 
in african independent churches 2396 
Calvin and pastoral - 1206 
length of Jesus' public - 237 
office-bearer as pastor 1807 
ordained - and authority patterns in Africa 1707 
pastoral care as unique - 1937 
pastoral - and african world-view 1943 
planning of - in Upington presbytery 1744 
in the Reformed Church in Zambia 1805 
'tentmaker' - among Blacks 1819 
'tentmaker' - in the Anglican Church 1820 

Mishna 
linguistic status of Mishnaic Hebrew 80 

Missiology 
ecumenical and evangelical theology and 1027 
practicing of - in Africa 2345 
as theological science 2365 
trends in - since World War II 2344 

Mission 
as act of christian hope 2361 
Africa as receiving and sending continent 2362 
african independent churches in - theology 2400 
africanisation of the church in 19th century N.G. Church - 1413 
K. Barth's theology and 548 
bibliography on missions and missionaries in Natal 1475 
J.G. Botha and - of the N.G. Church among the Tiv in Nigeria 1483 
calvinism and 2374 
church as 2363 
among Coloureds 2350 
communication as problem in 2428 
in contemporary south african society 1028 
deaconship in modern theology of 2355 
definition, participants and methods of 2367 
and education 2431 
and education among the Xhosa 2430 
and education at Thaba Nchu 1597 
and education in South West Africa 1592
Mission (cont)

Ethnological Institute 2368
Fides International News Service 2359
of the Geref. Church since World War II 1431
history of - in Africa 2373
involvement of church members in 2352
Jesus as suffering Messiah and 2347
liturgy and roman catholic - 1869
medical - work 2432
methods of 2371
missionary outreach of african independent churches 2399
missionary stipulations of the N.G. Church of Transvaal 1701
among Natal Indians 2366
and natural theology in Ac 17:15-34; Rm 1:18-25 335
of the Ned. Herv. Church 1425
new testament principles for the distinction between - and evangelisation 2197
of the N.G. Church among the Buys clan 1409
of the Norwegian Missionary Society among the Zulu 1456
perspectives on - in Jnh 205
Pontifical Association for the Propagation of the Faith 2356
pontifical missionary societies 2357-8
preaching of the gospel and black culture 2425
and the preservation of black culture 2381
problem of christian terminology in 2369
reasons for urban industrial - 2410
and reconciliation within ecclesiastical structures 1223
relapse into heathenism in the missionary church 2393
roman catholic conference on 2409
roman catholic laity and 1775, 2433-5
roman catholic - and ecumenism 2406
roman catholic - in Natal 1467
secularism and 2413
and starvation in Africa 2370
state of - in the N.G. Church 1411
superstition in the missionary situation 2246
task of lay helpers in - and the upbuilding of the congregation 2437
theological principles for 2348, 2360
Voortrekkers and 1397
through words and deeds 2349
after the 1976 Soweto unrests 2351

Missionary

bibliography on the lives and works of south african missionaries 1474
bibliography on missions and missionaries in Natal 1475
first roman catholic missionaries in Lesotho 1444
J. Dunn and the missionaries 1495
M. Kevin as - in Uganda 1439
N. T. Koen as - among the Venda 1515
office of - in younger churches 2440
offices of - and minister 2436
position of - in Rm 1 2438
F. Reuter as - in Transvaal 1539
rhenish missionaries as headmen in Hereroland 1436
roman catholic - in a multilingual state 2346
Missionary (cont)
task and role of 2441

Modernism
in south african society 2212

Moltmann, J.
church and Holy Spirit in 771

Monarchy
early israelite - 70

Money
soberness in the spending of 829

Moore, Sir Thomas 1219

Morality
art, religion - and censorship 433
E. Brunner's existentialism and the teaching of
christian - 559
changes in 826
christian - 819
and the economy 836
and the economic order 870
independent - 840
knowledge of the future and moral responsibility
857
nature and - of scientific knowledge 363
religious and moral decline of the Afrikaner 515
revolutionary character of modern - 834
see also Ethics

Moral Rearmament 2502

Moses
at the burning bush 117
and Hammurabi 114
and old testament theology 113

Müntzer, T.
church and state in - and M. Simons 1232

Muller, J.D. 1524

Murray, A.
F.W. Reitz and 1394

Murray, E.
extracts from letters of 1387

Music
Afrikaner and church - 1886
Calvin and 1202
church - 1885, 1888
church organ in worship 1892
influence of - on man 494
J. Brahms' selection of bibli­
cal texts in Ein deutsches Requiem 447
J.S. Bach 451
J.S. Bach, St. Matthew Passion 465
in the liturgy 1895
modern - 477
passion - 1896

Myth
in contemporary philosophy 2295
and history 1067

Nahum
philological studies in 208

Natal
anglican worship in victorian - 1864
bibliography on missions and missionaries in 1475
history of the roman catholic vicariate of 1461
mission among Natal Indians 2366
role of Mariamma in Hinduism in 2265
roman catholic mission in 1467

Nation
church and 507
church, - and state 525

Nationalism
black - and SASO 2479
and educational systems 2076
as ideology 504
Nationalism (cont)
injustice, - and political aims 978
F.A. van Jaarsveld and afrikaans national consciousness 1337
and liberalism 516
zionism as Jewish 2274

National service
conscientious objection in South Africa 924
and objection 925

National socialism
German 2489
Nuremberg trial and Broom's theory 666
liberal theology and Ordnungstheologie in national socialist Germany 539

Natural theology
Ac 17:15-34, Rm 1:18-25 on mission and 335
in Calvin and Thomas Aquinas 607
and theodicy 608

Nature
calvinism and natural science 1312
christian higher education and natural science 2118
education and modern trends in natural science 2025
and grace in A.A. van Ruler and O. Noordmans 544
and grace in Thomas Aquinas 1143
revelation in 600
and supernature 609
and supernature in Duns Scotus 1154

Nature conservation
christianity and 510

Nebuchadnezzar
museum of 111
in D.J. Opperman and Dn 4 457

Nederduitsch Hervormde Kerk van Afrika
contribution of the Dreyer family to 1494
contribution of the Steyn family to 1556
contribution of the Visser family to 1581
co-operation between the N.G. Church and at Turffontein Theological Seminary 1609
history of mission of 1425
relations of - with the Hervormde Kerk in Suidelike Afrika 1426
training of black ministers and evangelists for 1634-6
48th general synod of 1424
58th general synod of 1422
59th general synod of 1423

Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk
Africanisation of the church in 19th century mission of 1413
J.G. Botha and - mission among the Tiv in Nigeria 1483
in the Cape and the Voortrekkers 1396
church discipline in reformed church polity and 1715
church order and synod of 1714
church polity and church government of - in the 20th century 1691
contemporary church history and 1105
co-operation between - and the Ned. Herv. Church at Turfloop Theological Seminary 1609
and ecumenism, 1780-1910 1676
ecumenical relations of 1680
history of the - synod 1421
history of separate N.G. churches 1417
mission of - among the Buys clan 1409
- church architecture in the Great Karoo 1903
Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk (cont)
- synod from the point of view of church polity 1710
N.H. of G. Kerk synod, 1948 1419
official position of women in 1856
pastoral letter of the 1837 synod and the Great Trek 1401
planning of the ministry in Upington presbytery 1744
J. du Plessis' higher criticism and Old Testament Studies in 1358
reduction of the synod 1713
in South West Africa 1412
state of the mission of 1411
theology of 1371-2
among the Zulu 1407
30th synod of 1415
1886 synod and the Patriot 1404
1962 synod of 1420

Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk in Afrika
development of - since World War II 1408
history of Turfloop congregation 1414

Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk van Transvaal
missionary policy of 1701

Nederduitse Gereformeerde Sendingkerk van Suid Afrika
development of - since World War II 1405

Nehemiah
chronological problems in Ezra-Nehemiah 60

Neo marxism
general 2448
ethics of 2467
neo-marxist views on Jesus 2449

World Council of Churches, Reformed Churches in the Netherlands and 1670

Netherlands, the
christianisation of state schools in 1239
co-operation between calvinistic universities in South Africa, - and the USA 1591
cultural relations between - and South Africa 450
dutch calvinism and south african calvinism 1245
Dutch Council of Churches and ecumenism 1656
influence of the reformation on dutch art 434
U.G. Lauts, - and the Voortrekkers 1400
prayer in dutch poetry and afrikaans poetry 446
Reformed Churches in - see Reformed Churches in the Netherlands
South Africa and 1354
south african and modern reformed theology in 546

Neurosis
and religion 2341
religious and life-purpose attitudes of neurotics 1949

Newspapers
and the Bible 27

New Testament
aischunomai and related words in 274
church and society in 293
on church discipline 296
'church' in 269
church unity and diversity in 290, 292
contemporary translation of 43
figurative and idiomatic speech in the greek - 264
Greek of - 266
New Testament (cont)

Holy Spirit and the coming into being and understanding of 247
identification of the enemy (echthros) in 252
importance of - ethics today 298
'Lamb of God' in 255
life, death and immortality in 270
literary reference in 257
modern - exegesis and biblical authority 35
- canon 245-6
- principles for pastoral care 1945
- principles for the distinction between mission and evangelisation 2197
- views on possessions 258
and the Old Testament 11
possession by demons and exorcism in 280
on racial problems 1041
reality and interpretation in 252
resurrection and immortality in the ancient world and in 268

New Testament Studies
problems in contemporary new testament scholarship 227
in South Africa 226

New Testament Theology
and pentecost 277
on the upbuilding of the church 295

New Zealand
christian science in 2100

Nigeria
J.G. Botha and N.G. Church mission among the Tiv in 1483

Nihilism
M. Heidegger and 2306

Nilsson, H.
and the theory of evolution 657

Nominalism
and realism in the Middle Ages 1137

Noordmans, O.
nature and grace in A.A. van Ruler and in 544

Norms
calling and 811
and the changing world 824
in ethics 812
principles and 821

Northern Sotho
religious outlook of - and pastoral care of the sick 2247

Northwest Semitic
- philology and Ec 6:4; 10:18, Pr 22:8 78
phonetic shift of - sibilants in the first millennium B.C. 89

Norwegian Missionary Society
mission of - among the Zulu 1456

Nouthetic counselling
in J.E. Adams 1944

Ntsikana
'great hymn' by 2379

Nun 1799

Nijhoff, M.
biblical reference in the poetry of 500

Obedience
kingdom of God and 596
theology of 574

Ockenga, dr.
on the infinity and incarnation of the Word of God 614
Oden, T.C.  
psychology and pastoral care  
in E. Thurneysen and in  
1950

Oever, J. van den  
as sick-comforter 1525

Offering  
service of 1879

Office, church  
according to the Bible 291  
biblical principles for - of  
deacon 1834, 1837  
as charism 288  
Christ and roman catholic -  
bearers 1933  
of deacon 1835  
definition of 1806  
ethics of 1809  
importance of - of elder 1832  
of the missionary in younger  
churches 2440  
mutual recognition of offices  
1705  
nature and aims of the  
offices 1810  
office bearer as pastor 1807  
offices and the modern  
situation 1802  
offices of missionary and  
minister 2436  
official position of the  
evangelist 2442  
official position of the laity  
1789  
official position of the  
minister 1822  
ordination 1704, 1708  
organising of the offices  
1804  
origins and establishment  
of the offices 1803  
requirements for - of  
minister in Calvin 1209  
Strassbourg and Dordt  
Church Order, art. 2 1222  
training and functioning of  
the offices 1808  

woman and - in the New Testament 1852  
woman and - in the N.G. Church  
1856  
woman and - in the Old Testament 1855  
women in the offices 1851, 1858

Old Testament  
actuality of - for the church 23  
balance structures in 160  
Christ in 175  
christomonism in - hermeneutics  
39  
demonic powers in 164  
ethics and 817  
fulfilment of - in Christ 18, 38  
fulfilment of - in Mt 307  
God of 171  
influence of Babylonia and Meso-  
potamia on 74  
inscriptions in - times 100  
interpretation of narrative litera-  
ture in 125  
Jesus and the - canon 119  
and the labour problem 173  
man in 172  
- hermeneutics in black theology  
and white theology 1922  
- hermeneutics of Theodoret  
of Cyrrhus 1128  
- views on homosexuality 1964  
- views on peace 161  
- views on political and socio-  
economic power 166  
organic growth of the - canon  
120  
pehâ in 138  
preaching from 1926-7  
quotations from and references  
to - in Ac 331  
relationship with the New Testa-  
mament 11, 39  
religious education in - times  
69  
semantic background of socii in  
garum sociorum 149  
textual criticism of 118  
traditions in 126
Old Testament (cont)
use of - in dogmatics 576
use of - in South Africa 19

Old Testament Studies
bibliographic problems in 53
J. du Plessis' higher criticism and - in the N.G. Church 1358
P.J. van Zyl 1587
W.F. Albright 56

Old Testament Theology
Abraham and Moses in 113
credo theory 123
history of the subject - 52

Ontology
God, law and world in B.J. van der Walt's - 641
importance of scripture-based - 645

Oosthuizen, A. 1526

Opperman, D.J.
Stem uit die spelonk by - and Dn 4 457

Orange Free State
and afrikaans culture 1410
Anglican Church and state support in the - Republic 1449
care of the poor in 1842
church organ building in 1900

Ordination
general 1704, 1708
mutual recognition of ordained ministries 1709
ordained ministry and authority patterns in Africa 1707

Organ (church)
function of - in public worship 1892
- building in the Orange Free State 1900
organs in the Southern and Western Cape 1901

Organ transplantation
heart transplantation 956
medical ethical views on 954

Osservatore Romano 1322
'Osewabrandwag'
calvinism and 1375

Pacifism
militarism and 927

Parables
as Jesus' teaching method 263
meaning of 259-60

Paradise
revelation in 603
terminology for - in the Koran 91

Parapsychology
phenomena in 2333

Parents
parent, teacher and child 2008
rights of - in education 2000
youth and the authority of 886, 888

Parish
general 1752
as centre of catholic action 1781
location criteria for churches and - boundaries 1743
running a - magazine 1742

Passion
Jesus as suffering Messiah and mission 2347
- music 1896

Pastoral care
of adolescents 1956
and african world-view 1943
Calvin and pastoral ministry 1206
categorial - 1939
in E. Thurneysen and J.E. Adams 1942
Pastoral care (cont)
and financial contributions to the church 1946
growth counselling 1938
J.E. Adams' nouthetic counselling 1944
loneliness and alienation of modern man and 1940
and marriage counselling 1970
new testament principles for 1945
- concerning suicide 910
principles of 1936
of prisoners in Zimbabwe 1965
psychological approach to 1953
and psychology in E. Thurneysen and T.C. Oden 1950
psycho-pastoral treatment of alcoholism 1961
religious outlook of the Northern Sotho and - of the sick 2247
of the sick 1954
suffering in Job and 167
task of priests in 1941
training for 1824
as unique ministry 1937
visitation 1975

Patriot
1886 N.G. Church synod and 1404

Patriotism
christian and 512
J.D. du Toit as patriot 1569

Pauline letters
apostle convent in 328
on the divinity of Christ 282
Holy Spirit and faith in 332
on the struggle of the minister 261

Pauw, J.C. 1527

Peace
old testament view of - and the christian 161
- symbol 879
spreading of nuclear arms and 922
and the threat of war 929

Peaceful co-existence 974

Pelagius
influence of Augustine and -
on the Middle Ages 1120

Penalty
transgression and - in Ex 191

Pentateuch
dothorical value of pentateuchal criticism 178
introduction to the books of 121
jahvist and the handing down of the hexateuch 124
pentateuchal criticism and canon criticism 177
pentateuchal traditions in Job 220
preaching from 1919
year of the jubilee in 176

Pentecost
meaning of - in new testament theology 277

Pentecostalism
general 2499, 2503-4
and faith healing 2500
influence of - on church unity and diversity 772-3

Permissiveness
alternatives for marriage in permissive society 1969
as source for crime 835

Persecution
church and - in the USSR 1257

Persia
possible persian background for Es 115
Personality
development of 2342
as principle in christian Psychology 2335

Peshitta
and the interpretation of Ex 188

Phenomenology of Religion
E. Husserl's contribution to 2225

Philosophy
analysis of - of revolution 530
ancient greek - as origin of western theology 1121
apologetic task of christian - 2286
being, language and thought in M. Heidegger 2305
G. Berkeley and british - 2303
black - and communication 2427
boundaries between theology, - and the sciences 353
calvinistic - 2289
calvinistic - and education 2027
calvinistic Sociology and - of history 1294
Calvin on 1194
christian and 2287
christian higher education and 2171
christian - 372
christian - in North America 2282
christian - and ideology 2283
christian - of culture 410
christian - of education 1984, 2026
christian - of state 1000
christian reformed - in England 2280
christian scholarship and calvinistic - 357
comparison between black and western thought 540
contemporary philosophical research on Augustine 1126
contemporary - 2284
conference on - , Pretoria 2301
of the cosmonomic idea 534, 537-8
death in modern - 2293
dialectical ethics in H. Mar­cuse's - of revolution 982
eyear Christianity and ancient - and culture 1123
and the education of university students 356
faith and reason in Averroes and Thomas Aquinas 1145
'faith' in - and theology 585-6, 589-90
G.W.F. Hegel and the speculative - of history 1101
H. Dooyeweerd's neo-calvinism 2279
H.G. Stoker's understanding of the independence of 2317
historiography of 2297
and history 1098
of history 1088-9
holistic - 2299-300
involvement of the philosopher 2281
issues in the - of education 2002
justice in - , history of doc­trines and political science 865
life, death and immortality in 2292
medieval culture and medieval - 1140
modern trends in - and theology 2444
myth in modern - 2295
object of 2294
philosophical analysis of life and world view 393
philosophical background of the reformation and Calvin 1161
philosophical conception in Thomas Aquinas' Summa contra gentiles 1147
Philosophy (cont)
philosophical impurities in post-Dordt theology 1252
philosophical problem of theology 346
radicalism 816
relationship between theology and 352, 354
of religion in S. Kierkegaard 2309
and revelation 606
roman catholic - of education 1983, 2014
and the sciences 2278
scientific character of 388
society and - of education 2326
study of the history of 2291
synthesis thought in medieval - 1141
and theology 352, 354
and theology in K. Barth and P. Tillich 555
theology, - and other sciences 350
Thomas Aquinas' - of state 1142
university, educational indoctrination and 2074
value and task of - at university 2298
various cultures and medieval - 1140
view of God in B. Spinoza's - 2312
view of man in 702, 707, 2285, 2296
vitality as basis of black - 2257
Pietism
W. A'Brakel and 1250
Pighi
controversy between Calvin and 1178
Plant
semitic - and plant quality names 150
Plessis, J. du
Du Plessis' higher criticism and Old Testament Studies in the N.G. Church 1358
Poetry
biblical reference in - of M. Nijhoff 500
with biblical themes 490
christian motifs in - of J.D. du Toit 464
church and poet 460
death of children in - of J.D. du Toit 424
death of K. van de Woestijne 467
'Eusebius' poems by N.P. van Wyk Louw 462
J. van Geel, 'Een ongewoon korrel goud' 472
G. Klopstock and modern - 420
and the gospel genre 301
modern afrikaans - 491
prayer in dutch and afrikaans - 446
religious dimension in - of N. P. van Wyk Louw 423, 425
religious views of C.L. Leipoldt 459
of Rev. Ridderus 473
of J.D. du Toit 437, 484, 1562, 1566
use of the Bible in - of I.L. de Villiers and R. Keet 476
use of the suffix conjugation and prefix conjugation in old hebrew - 139
see also Art, Literature
Poland
S. Luria's writings and the polish jewish community 2273
Polemics
against the Jews in the Koran 94
polemical literature and intellectual life in South Africa 1351
Polygamy
baptism of polygamists 2376

Politics
and the academy 2073
K. Barth's involvement in 550
calvinism and 1288
christian and socio-political problems 1012
christian in 980
church and 976, 990
church and political and economic problems in South Africa 991
curch and political authority in Luther 1163
church and political justice in south african society 993
curch, society and - in South Africa 859
communism and political power 2464
Great Powers and world - 1009
history and 1074
Holy Spirit and 749
Huguenots and modern political thought 1221
injustice, nationalism and political aims 978
justice in philosophy, history of doctrines and political science 865
Luther and Calvin on Christianity and 1167
Old Testament on political power 166
political and economic decentralisation in South Africa 1004
political implications of acculturation for South Africa 2387
political influence of the Hermannsburg Missionary Society in Transvaal 1453
political involvement of the church in South Africa 1005
political parties and Afrikaner society 975
political problems and opportunities in South Africa 1011
political theology 1008
religious and political convictions and christian national education 2105
Roman Catholic Church as political power 1321
J.C. van Rooy and 1549
social and political responsibility 981
socio-political structures 999
sports, - and human relations 998
theology, - and racial problems 992
Word of God and economic and political situation in South Africa 1003
youth and political authority 883, 885

Pollution 850

Pope
and the priesthood 1818

Population
ethical aspects of the - explosion 960
ethics and demography 972

Pornography
calvinistic art ethics, - and censorship 1275
censorship and 938
pornographic literature 470
see also Art, Censorship, Literature

Possessions
new testament views on 258
and the reconstruction of society 833
value and use of 846

Postma, D.
general 1528
race relations of 1430
and the struggle concerning the covenant 1529
Postma, F.
general 1530-1, 1533-5
as principal of Potchefstroom University 1532

Potchefstroom
and the republican ideal 1395

'Potchefstroom Hoër Gimnasium' and Potchefstroom Theological Seminary 1616

Potchefstroom Theological Seminary
and afrikaans culture 1617
and christian science 1625
contribution of - to theology 1632
and the Geref. Church 1622
history of 1623, 1627, 1630, 1633
and its literary department 1618
and the 'Potchefstroom Hoër Gimnasium' 1616
'Teologiese Studentevereniging' 1643
theology at 1629
'Veritas Vincet' and 1621
in the year 1953 1631
75th anniversary of 1615

Potchefstroom University
calling and task of 2160
calvinism in South Africa and 1310
christian character of 1628, 2083
clause 31 of the PUCHE act 1614
and the freedom principle 2087
future of 2086
Greek at 2101
history of 1620, 1623-4, 1627
Pedagogics at 2078, 2150
F. Postma as principal of 1532
self-dependence of 1626
J.D. du Toit and 1561
and the training of teachers 2152
Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam and 1233

Potgieter, F.J.M.
general 1536
Church History notes of 1094

Poverty
care of the poor in the Orange Free State 1842
church and state and the poor whites problem 1845
church and the poor whites problem 1846
conference on the poor whites problem 1839
ethical aspects of worldwide - and armament 878
housing for the poor 1844

Power
communism and political - 2464
in heathenism and in the Bible 2263
Old Testament on political and socio-economic - 166
powers of church and state in Marsilius of Padua 1138

Practical Theology
definition of 1726
field of study of 1722
in Germany 1724
historical development of 1720
methodology of 1723
and other sciences 1727
and other theological disciplines 1725
society for 1721

Prayer
general 1728, 1731
doctrine of - and the understanding of God 1729
in dutch and afrikaans poetry 446
and hearing of prayer in the Bible 2
roman catholic prayers in Afrikaans 1865
Prayer (cont)

and truth in Jn 4:23f 323

Preaching

general 1918
actuality in 1924
and baptism of John the Baptist 243-4
Bible and communication in 1917
and black culture 2425
from the catechism 1928
communication and 1913-5, 1923
communicative value of illustrations and gestures in 1911
as crisis of the church 1910
G. Ebeling's hermeneutic and 1920-1
exhortational-didactic content of C. Kingsley's - 1906
expectations of church members from 1909
eschatological - 1925
B. Graham as preacher 1905
N.J. Hofmeyr as preacher and homilist 1507
and the kingdom of God 1916
kingdom of God in - of Jesus 281
of C. Kingsley 1262
A.J. van der Merwe as preacher 1908
from the Old Testament 1926-7
from the pentateuch 1919
principles for communication in 1913
sermons by C. Kingsley 1931
sermon style of C. Kingsley 1907
value of Communication Science for 1912
Word and Spirit and - in Calvin 1182
see also Homiletics

Predestination

divine sovereignty and human responsibility 649
doctrine of rejection 647
human responsibility in reformed theology and remonstrantism 648
synergism and divine sovereignty 646

Preller, G.S.
as historiographer 1348

Presbyterian Church

origins of the Bantu Presbyterian Church of South Africa 1457
theological training of Blacks in 1605

Press

Bible and newspapers 27
eclesiastical journalism, theology and the church 2224
and state 419

Priest, roman catholic

general 1811
calling of - towards non-catholics 1733
diocesan - 1813
fostering of vocations to priesthood 1816
and the Legion of Mary 1466, 1814
necessary personal characteristics of 1815
the pope and the priesthood 1818
priesthood of the laity 1793
task of - in pastoral care 1941
and vocations 1817
vocation to priesthood among Blacks 1812

Prison
- apostolate in Zimbabwe 1965

Promise

to Abraham and infant baptism 801
and demand of the covenant of grace 723
Promise (cont)
promises to Abraham in Gn 187

Propaganda
- , indoctrination and censorship 940

Prophets
figure of the old testament prophet 73
fire and the calling of 68
headings of the books of
introduction to the books of
views of - on society 72

Protestantism
in Africa 1446
crisis in contemporary protestant theology 543
roman catholicism and - in Ireland 1260
scholasticism in 1156
western european - and civilisation 1254

Proverbs
babylonic-assyrian and egyptian proverbs and 101, 223
22:8 and northwest semitic philology 78
31:1, translation 222

Providence of God
and suffering 681

Psalms (biblical)
God, the faithful and the enemy in some individual lamentation - 213
translation of - into Afrikaans 1890
8 215
8 and work 219
45:7b and the sceptre of justice 216
113, structural analysis 214
121 and faith 217
127; Ac 5:38f, devotional 1929
151 in the Septuaginta and Qumran 218

Psalms, versification of in Afrikaans 1890-1
text of Genevan Psalm Book 1897
history of 1884
the psalm as hymn 1883, 1894
Ps 23 1889
theological justifiability of the afrikaans - 1893
J.D. du Toit and 1562, 1571

Psychology
general 2334
of Blacks 2332
continuity and discontinuity in 2340
doubt as psychological factor in religious life 2331
family therapy in the treatment of alcoholism 1963
V.E. Frankl's view of man 2339
S. Freud's approach to religious origins 2336
homosexual behaviour in depth - 1962
human personality as principle in christian - 2335
national psychological welfare 1951
neuropsis and religion 2341
and pastoral care in E. Thurneysen and T.C. Oden 1950
personality development 2342
phenomena in parapsychology 2333
psychological approach to pastoral care 1953
psychological views on marriage problems 1973
psychologism and utilitarianism in education 2022
psycho-pastoral treatment of alcoholism 1961
psychotherapeutical care of the dying 1952
religion as illusion in S. Freud 2338
Psychology (cont)
religious and life-purpose attitudes of neurotics 1949
of religious belief 2337
treatment of homosexuality 1960

Punic
gemination in 102

Punishment
of the disobedient Zedekiah
108
and rehabilitation 831
transgression and - in Ex 191

Qumran
Jerusalem scrolls 232
Ps 151 in the Septuaginta and in 218
IQS 1:1-7a, translation 233
4Q Florilegium 1:15, reconstruction 234

Quran
see Koran

Rabbinic literature
jealousy in Gn and in rabbinic sources 179

Race
american racial policies and apartheid in South Africa 1055
assimilation and segregation in racial policies 1035
J. de Blank and the south african government on racial policies 1480
calvinism and - relations 1018, 1036
church and race relations 1026, 1053
corporate communion 786
creation and racial diversity 1042
division between races 1047
ethical aspects of separate development 1048-50
future of the white - 1046
improvement of 1025
individual freedom and - relations 880
kingdom of God and ethnic identity 988
'Koinonia Declaration' 1022
mixed marriages 1030
D. Postma and - relations 1430
psychology of racial prejudice 1029
- , history and ideology 1021
- relations 1014, 1017, 1038
- relations and the future of South Africa 1023
- relations in South Africa 1015, 1020
- relations in South Africa and the USA 1356
- relations in south african historiography 1352
- relations in the Bible 1045
- relations in the New Testament 1041
rational biology and South Africa 1024
rational problems and the Bible 10, 1040
rational problems and nationality in the USA 1032
rational problems and the West 1019
rational problems in South Africa 1037
reconciliation and economic discrepancies 1034
relations with Coloureds 1015
respect for racial differences 1051
SACC on - relations 402
separateness and diversity 1056
sermon on - relations 1932
solving of racial problems 520
study of - relations 1352
theology, politics and racial problems 992
Race (cont)
three afrikaans reformed churches and relations 2364
use of the Bible by the 'Landmann Commission' 1054
Voortrekkers and racial policies 1399
World Council of Churches, Reformed Churches in the Netherlands and racial problems 1052
see also Apartheid, Justice, Society

Radicalism 816
Rand Afrikaans University Semitics at 148
Ras, A. 1537

Realism
nominalism and - in the Middle Ages 1137

Reality
God as cosmic totality and the order of 2244
man and 703
revelation and - in Islam 2272
and thought 696

Reason
faith and - in Averroes and Thomas Aquinas 1145
in religion 349

Rebellion, the 1914
historiography on 1339

Rebirth
Word of God and 753

Reconciliation
in the Bible 294
concept of - in Luther 1164
and economic discrepancies 1034
in Luther 1164
mission and - within ecclesiastical structures 1223

solidarity representative theory of 728
H. Wiersinga's understanding of 729
see also Atonement

Recreation
- , sport and utilisation of leisure 855
'Reddingsdaadbond' 1381

Redemption
creation, fall of man and - in modern theology 550
4 Ezra and Rm on sin and 230

Reformation
as act of liberation 1158
and the catholicity of the church 787
church and contemporary - 759
church and - movements 766
custom of faith in 577
contemporary research on 1160
continued - in the church 770
and faith 1157
influence of augustinianism and pelaganism in 1120
influence of - on dutch art 434
J. Knox as reformer in Scotland 1220
meaning of - for modern times 1155

Renaissance, - and science 378
and revolution 985, 1007
and revolution in history 989
and roman catholicism 1335
scholasticism in the second 1255
World Council of Churches and 20th century 1668

Reformed Church in Africa
development of - since World War II 1406

Reformed Church in Zambia
ministry in 1805
Reformed Churches in the Netherlands

doctrinal differences in 1248
neo-marxism, the World Council of Churches and 1670
post-war development of 1240
and racial problems 1052
schism in 1237, 1249

Reformed Ecumenical Synod

general 1672
first synod, Grand Rapids 1673

Rehabilitation

punishment and 831

Reitz, F.W.

and A. Murray 1394

Relics

Jesus' burial and the holy shroud of Turin 235

Religion

and art 455
art, - , morality and censorship 433
K. Barth on 551
as basis of human activity 374
of black children in non-roman catholic schools 2051
of the Cape Malays 2233
child and 2050
changes in religious attitudes in non-religious kibbutzim since 1967 2275
communication and african traditional - 2421
culture change in 2389
doctor as psychological factor in religious life 2331
earliest account of religious experience in F.D.E. Schleiermacher 565
ethics and - in S. Kierkegaard 563

and faith 373
S. Freud's approach to religious origins 2336
general revelation and the irreligious person 604
greek enlightenment and the intellectual quest for 2236
high school children's understanding of 2045
history and socio-religious attitudes of indian buddhists in South Africa 2232
as illusion, in S. Freud 2338
A. Kuyper and religious freedom in the USA 1270
Legion of Mary and religious neutrality 1465
literature and - of children 2049

man, faith and - in H. Bavinck, A. Kuyper and H. Dooyeweerd 545

marxist criticism of 2455
meaning of religious commitment in indian society 2237
methodology for the study of 2230

neurosis and 2341
primitive religions and Christianity in Africa 2253
as problem in the Science of Religion and Theology 2234
psychology of religious belief 2337
reason in 349
religio-cultural implications of the Modimo-macro-anthropos relationship 2245
- , magic and secularism 2251
the religions in Vatican II 1333
religious and moral decline of the Afrikaner 515
religious and life-purpose attitudes of neurotics 1949

religious and political convictions and christian national education 2105
religious change in socio-cultural disturbance 2227
Religion (cont)
religious concepts of urban 2241
indian school children
religious dimension in the 423, 425
poetry of N.P. van Wyk
religious freedom in the USA 1269
religious implications of Ver- 458
gleegen en die geskiedenis
religious incentives in Rem- 442
brandt and V. van Gogh
and religious instruction of 2052
children
religious life of school chil-
dren 2046
religious meaning of blood-
stone 2238
religious motifs in E. Leroux, 486
Die derde oog
religious motifs in W. Shake-
speare, Hamlet 499
religious opinions in art 430
religious outlook of the 1771
Northern Sotho and pastoral
the care of the sick 2247
religious principle of educa-
tion in Transvaal 2112
religious roots of Afrikaner-
dom 514
religious views of C.L. Lei-
poldt 459
roman catholicism and the 957
religious world
and sex
social and academic study of 2228-9
sociological criticism of 2322
southern san - and art 2231
state, church and 527
structure of - in relation to 2242
the secular
of toddlers 2047
in the USSR 1256
and world-view in the prose 448
of E. Leroux
of the youth 2048

Religious Instruction
general 2057, 2063, 2066
aids for - in primary schools 2065
aim and content of 2062
and Biblical Studies 50
in black schools 2061, 2064
and faith 2067
functional approach to 2055
legislation for 1977, 2084
in primary schools 2054
religion and - of children 2052
in secondary schools 2053
syllabus for 2056
and the teaching of doctrine
in secondary schools 2058

Rembrandt van Rhijn
and the Bible 435, 483
religious incentives in - and V. 442
van Gogh
Remonstrantism
reformed confessions and re-
onstrantist criticism 1224
Renaissance
-, reformation and science 378
Renewal
roman catholic laity and 1790,
1792
Resurrection
immortality, death and 691
and immortality in the New 268
Testament and the ancient
world
life, death and - in Job 221
Retirement 1771
Reuter, F.
as missionary in Transvaal 1539
Revelation
actuality of the concept of 612
content of - in barbarianism 553
and creation 602

Revelation (cont)
in creation and science 382
and faith 601, 605
general and specific - 610
general - and the irreligious person 604
and history 16, 170
and knowledge 611
in nature 600
in paradise 603
and philosophy 606
and reality in Islam 2272
-, theology and Science of Law 351
and science 380
Revelation to John
exegesis of 341
Revenge 860
Revius, J. 1236
Revolution
Afrikaner and the cultural - 405
analysis of the philosophy of 530
dialectical ethics in H. Mar­cuse's philosophy of 982
in ethics 825
fashion trends in revolutio­nary culture 828
literature and 475
psycho-sexual - 962
reformation and 985, 1007
reformation and - in his­tory 989
revolutionary character of modern morality 834
theology of 986, 1010
university, student and 2097
Rhenish Missionary Society 1436
Rhoda, J.W. 1540
Riccards, J.D. 1538
Ridderus, Rev. poetry of 473
Riebeeck, J. van
influence of 1376
life and character of 1374
Roberts, J.E.M. 1541
Robertson, W.
Robertson's refusal to administer baptism 1418
Roman Catholic Church
advancement of roman catholic drama 454
Afrikaner apostolate of 1735, 1738-9
approach of - to members of the Greek Orthodox Church 1674
art and M. Harper's conversion to roman Catholicism 1732
baptism of illegitimates in 1718
bibliography on - in South Africa 1470
bishops of - in Southern Africa 1460
Catholic Action see Catholic Action
centenary conference, Cape Town 1458, 1472
centenary of the vicariate of Natal 1461
changes in roman catholic liturgy 1877
Christ and office bearers in 1933
communism, euro-communism and roman catholicism 2469
and cremation 1878
and customary union 2417-20
and the ecumenical movement 1677
in England 1261
Ethnological Institute 2368
Fides International News Service 2359
financial support of 1930
first missionaries of - in Lesotho 1444
function, form and content of the roman catholic catechism textbook 2190
Roman Catholic Church (cont)
growth of 1463
history of 1473
in India 1272
industrialisation and - in South Africa 1753
influence of - in Christianity 1323
lay apostolate of see Laity
liturgy of 1875
liturgy and roman catholic mission 1869
liturgy in roman catholic schools 1863
marian conference, Durban 1462, 1468
marriage of roman catholic deacons 1836
Mary cult in 1327
St. Mary's Cathedral, Cape Town 1464, 1469
St. Mary's Education Association 2059
Mau Mau rebellion and - in Kikuyuland 1437
in Mauritius 1271
methods in roman catholic mission 2371
T. Meyer's conversion from Judaism to roman catholicism 1734
mission conference of 2409
mission of - in Natal 1467
obstacles to conversion from anglicanism to roman catholicism 1736
Osservatore Romano 1322
as political power 1321
Pontifical Association for the Propagation of the Faith 2356
pontifical missionary societies 2357-8
position of illegitimates in roman catholic canonical law 1719
prayers in Afrikaans 1865
priests see Priest, roman catholic
quest for an ideal roman catholic catechism 2186
reformation and 1335
roman catholic canonical law and the marriage of Blacks 2415-6
roman catholic catechetical conference 2187
roman catholic catechumenate 2192
roman catholic evangelisation in North America 2200
roman catholic evangelisation in Ceylon 2203
roman catholicism and protestantism in Ireland 1260
roman catholic men's society 1783
roman catholic mission and starvation in Africa 2370
roman catholic mission and the ecumene 2406
roman catholic missionary in a multilingual state 2346
roman catholic philosophy of education 1983, 2014
roman catholic views on art 444, 489
roman catholic views on church unity 776, 778
roman catholic women's league 1794
roman catholic youth and the Boy Scouts 1784
state of - in Africa 1445
J.E. Stewart's conversion to roman Catholicism 1737
struggle between roman catholicism and marxism in Africa 1760
task of the roman catholic teacher 2015
M. Versfeld's conversion to roman Catholicism 1740
YCW 1798
Romans, Letter to
K. Barth's views on - 5 334
missionary in - 1 2438
state and subject in - 13:1-7 333
Romans, Letter to (cont)
1:18-25, Ac 17:15-34 in mission and natural theology 335
4 Ezra and on sin and redemption 230

Rome
ancient greek, roman and jewish educational systems and modern education 2037
decline of greek-roman heathenism 1117

Rooy, D.J. van 1542-4
Rooy, J.C. van general 1545, 1547
as academic 1548
as patriot and cultural leader 1546, 1550
and politics 1549

Rotary International 2497-8
Round Table International 2497

Ruler, A.A. van nature and grace in - and O. Noordmans 544

Sabbath
jewish - and the Lord's Day 1115

Sacla
general 1686-8
as embodiment of the church 781
meaning of - for South Africa 1685
and power structures 1689

Sacraments
Cybil-Attis mysteries and 1119
see also Baptism, Eucharist, Mass, Supreme unction

Salvation
augustinian and pelagian views on - from Cassian to Luther 1120
Calvin's doctrine of 1197
culture and 411
divine sovereignty and human responsibility 649
doctrine of rejection 647
personal - in the Heidelberg Confession 1225
presence of 730
reformed theology and remonstrantism on human responsibility 648
synergism and divine sovereignty 646
way of 727
see also Atonement, Reconciliation

Salvation history
in the Bible 593
church history, - and general history 1057
in Lk 321

Samson
in Gaza 112

Samuel, Books of ark narratives in 197
history of the ark in 196
1 Sm 4-6 198

Sanctification
indicative and imperative in 752

Satan
work of - against the kingdom of God 594

Saul
D.F. Malherbe, Saul die worstelheld and the Bible 438

Schleiermacher, F.D.E.
communicative structure in the hermeneutics of 564
earliest account of religious experience of 565
### Secularism (cont)
- History of 2213
- Mission 2413
- Of modern man 2217
- Religion, magic and 2251
- In South African society 2212
- In theology 2211, 2215

### Segooa, W.R. 1551

### Semantics
- Of the Koran 91
- Modern and formal homiletics 254
- And Old Testament exegesis 134

### Semitics
- Akkadian dullu(m) as loan word in West Semitic languages 99
- Bibliographic problems in the field of 53
- Dimtu GT Pyrgos 142
- Ḥm in Semitic languages 140
- Semitic plant and plant quality names 150
- At Rand Afrikaans University 148
- Semitisms in Ac 331
- Study of 146

### Senghor, L.
- Africa socialism in 2487

### Sephite Treaties
- Structure of - and the structure of Dt 194

### Septuaginta
- And the interpretation of Ex 188
- Ps 151 in - and Qumran 218

### Sex
- Homosexuality 961
- Psycho-sexual revolution 962
- Religion and 957
- Change operations 950
- Guidance 2175, 2177
- Sexuality 963

---

### Shakespeare, W.
- Religious motifs in *Hamlet* 499

### Sick, the
- Pastoral care of 1954
- Religious outlook of the Northern Sotho and pastoral care of 2247

### Sick-comforter
- J. van den Oever as 1525

### Sickness
- Spirits, demons and 2249

### Simons, M.
- Church and state in T. Müntzer and in 1232

### Sin
- Origin and nature of 722
- Problem of 720-1
- And redemption in 4 Ezra and Rm 230
- Views in Africa on the origins of 2248

### Small, A.
- The orange earth by - and Calvinism 439

### Smit, E.
- Life of 1552
- S. Cilliers and 1488

### Smit, H.A. 1553

### Smit, P. 1554

### Socialism
- General 2490
- Africa socialism in L. Senghor 2487
- German national socialism 2489

### Social Work
- L. Meyburg as social worker 1523
- And Western culture 1847
- Work, sociology and 915

### Society
- Alternatives for marriage in permissive - 1969
- Art and - criticism 471
Society (cont)
autonomy over own matters in 533
Bible and social ethics in Calvin 1192
biblical view of man in society 713
calvinism and the development of white 1277
calvinism as organising principle in social chaos 1296
Calvin's ethics of socio-economic life 1191
Calvin's social ethics and capitalism 1188
catholic action and socio-economic life 1773
christian and socio-political problems 1012
christianisation of the structures of 572
christian witness in 861
church and 758, 763, 839
church and social justice 854, 875
church and social problems 1841
church and social responsibility 1366
church and - in the New Testament 293
church, - and politics in South Africa 859
church, - and welfare organisations 797
church, - and work 914
and culture 2323
evangelism and the quest for social justice 862
fruit of the Spirit in the life of the individual and 741-2
history and socio-religious attitudes of the Indian buddhist community in South Africa 2232
human freedom in 882
justification and social justice 842
man in industrial 1749
'natural society' and sociological universalism 2321
Old Testament on socio-economic power 166
and the philosophy of education 2326
position of the woman in modern possessions and the reconstruction of 833
prophetic calling of the church in 755
religion as social and academic discipline 2228-9
religious change in socio-cultural disturbance 2227
religious commitment in unstable indian 2237
secularism in the church-society relationship 2214, 2218
social and political responsibility 981
social ethics as deabsolutising discipline 871
social historiography 1086
social policy for the Afrikaner 1840
social views on justice in south african 868
criticism 983
socio-economic future of South Africa 1002
socio-political structures 999
south african  see South Africa
task of the deacon in 1833
theology as response to social change 841
university and 2098, 2119
views of old testament prophets on 72

Society of St. Vincent de Paul 1471

Sociology
Bible as foundation for 2327
calvinistic 1295
Sociology (cont)
calvinistic and philosophy of history 1294
consensus and conflict in 2328
functionality of Christianity in K. Mannheim 2329
ideology in 2319
M. Weber and christian - 2325
natural society and sociological universalism 2321
neutrality and normativity in 2320
principles of christian - 2330
problems in 2324
religion as social and academic discipline 2228-9
sociological criticism of religion 2322
sociological views on the church 754
sociological views on work 912
work, - and social work 915

Sodom and Gomorrah
chronology of 62

Soko, K.B. 1555

Sorcery
medicine, magic and - among the Southern Sotho 2243

Soul
body, - and spirit 690
immortality of 689, 711

South Africa
apartheid as principle in south african society 1033
Africa in the light of south african church historiography 1068
K. Barth and the south african situation 549
J.H. Bavinck's visit to 1369
bibliography on the influence of calvinism in 1315-8
H.J.J. Bingle and education 1595
J. de Blank and the south african government on racial policies 1480
D. Bonhoeffer and the crisis of south african christians 556
calling of the christian in 1762, 1764
calling of the state towards education and culture in Calvinism and contemporary south african society 1274
Calvinism in 1281, 1286
Calvinism in - and the contribution of Potchefstroom University 1310
Calvinistic organisations in 1651
Christian national labour union for 1644
church and justice in south african society 830
church and political justice in south african society 993
church and political and economic problems in 991
church, society and politics in 859
church unity and diversity in 777, 782
coming of the Huguenots to 1390
confession of faith for 1373
conscientious objection in 924
constitutional development in 984
co-operation between calvinistic universities in - , the Netherlands and the USA 1591
co-ordination between christian universities in 2089
cultural contact points between the USA and 1264
cultural relations between the Netherlands and 450
cultural responsibility in 406
cultural revolution and 396
democratic tradition of 987
South Africa (cont)
development of education in 1588, 1978
development of English-speaking churches in - since World War II 1364
diluvial problem in 42
drama based on biblical and south african history 427
dutch and south african Calvinism 1245
economic threat against 2496 and ecumenical councils 1675
ecumenical movement and south african churches 1679
educational system for Blacks in 2023
education and 2030, 2180
education and south african civilisation patterns 2011
and the evangelical revival 1367
faith and the republican ideal 792
fellowship of saints in south african society 284
fields of roman catholic lay work in 1796
genealogies of Huguenots in 1391
general church history and south african church history 1059
ideologies in 2473, 2481
interpretation of south african history 1338
juridical views on justice in south african society 872
language problem in education at the time of the Union of South Africa 1987
liberalism in 2480
mission in contemporary south african society 1028
modernism in south african society 2212
and the Netherlands 1354

origin of the problems facing 863
polemic literature and intellectual life in 1351
political and economic decentralisation in 1004
political implications of acculturation for 2387
political involvement of the church in 1005
political problems and opportunities in 1011
popular historiography in 1336
Potchefstroom and the republican ideal 1395
practical experiencing of Calvinism in 1313
protection of human rights in 898
racial biology and 1024
race relations in 1016, 1020, 1037
race relations in - and the USA 1356
race relations in south african historiography 1353
republican ideal and education 1980
Sacla and 1685
Schech Yusuf as founder of Islam in 2266
social views on justice in south african society 868
socio-economic future of 1002
sources for the study of south african history 1350
south african literature on the church 287
south african marriage laws 969
south african theology 1383
theological training for Blacks in 1823
trends in south african historiography 1345
use of the Bible in south african theology 5, 19, 20
violence and Christianity in 923
South Africa (cont)
J. Waterink's visit to 1362
Word of God and economic and political situation in 1003
World Council of Churches and 1669

South African Council of Churches
and ecumenism 1678
racial policies of 402

South African Students Organisation
and black nationalism 2479

Southern Africa
church unity and cultural diversity in 777, 782
traditional world-view of Blacks in 2256

Southern San religion
and art 2231

Southern Sotho
medicine, magic and sorcery among 2243

South Pacific Islands
Christian science in 2100

South West Africa /Namibia
church growth in 1435
education and mission in 1592

Soweto
- unrests (1976) and mission 2351

Spinoza, B.
view of God in the philosophy of 2312

Spirit
spirits, demons and sickness 2249

Spiritual readiness
general 1380
in schools 2183
in tertiary education 2176

Sport
ethical aspects of boxing 858, 866
on the Lord's Day 903
recreation, - and utilisation of leisure 855
- , politics and human relations 998

Starvation
mission and - in Africa 2370

State
american philosophy of 997
authority of - and freedom in education 2158
calling of - towards education and culture in South Africa 404
Cape Town University and calvinistic philosophy of 1297
Christian philosophy of 1000
church and 789, 790, 793-5
church and - in Calvin 1180
church and - in Calvinism 791
church and - in England 1231
church and - in the Belgic Confession, art.36 1227-8
church and - in the Middle Ages 1132
church and - in the poor Whites problem 1845
church and - in T. Münzter and M. Simons 1232
church, nation and - in Calvin 1199
and the keeping of the Lord's Day 904
and labour relations 916
office of the government in the Islamic - 2268
powers of church and - in Marsilius of Padua 1138
and the press 419
sovereignty of God and civil law 643
- , defence force and armament 926
State (cont)
- church and religion 527
- church and welfare organisations 796
and subject 1001
and subject in Rm 13:1-7 333
Thomas Aquinas' philosophy of 1142

Stellenbosch Theological Seminary
75th anniversary of 1608

Steyn family
contribution of - to the Ned. Herv. Church 1556

Stoker, H.G.
as person 2315
social ethics and Die stryd om die ordes by 996
Stoker jubilee 2313-4, 2316
Stoker's understanding of the independence of philosophy 2317

Strasbourg
and Dordt Church Order, art. 2 1222

Structural analysis
of Ac 6:8-8:3 326
balance structures in the Old Testament 160
colon 17, 272
and the controlability of exegesis 18
of Dn 9-12 204
limitations of 9
of Mt 1 308
of Mt 2 312
of Mt 3:1-4:22 314
of Mt 4:23-5:48 315
of Mt 6 311
of Mt 7 313
of Mt 8:1-9:35 310
of Mt 9:35-11:1 306
of Mt 11-12 309
of Mt 13 316
of Ps 113 214
structure and exegesis of 3 Jn 339
usefulness of actant analysis in synoptic texts 248
of 1 Cor 14 336

Structuralism
in exegesis 14

Student
christian university and the academic development of 2156
christian lecturer, teacher and - at a christian institution 2106
christian view on university and 2096
non-christian - at a christian institution 2138
readiness of students for university 2178
threats facing students 2113
university, - and revolution 2097

Suffering
catholic view of 680
God and 681
in Job 165
in Job and pastoral care 167
theology of the cross and the suffering God 725

Suicide
ethical and pastoral views on 910

'Suid Afrikaanse Beweging vir die Bevordering van Christelike Wetenskap'
history of 1638

Superstition
in Central Africa 2259
and mission 2246

Supreme unction
recent trends towards 798

Synoptic gospels
usefulness of actant analysis in the exegesis of 248

Systematic Theology
general 580
modern trends in 532
Television
aims of religious - programmes 2221
christian attitude towards 2220
church and 2219
as educational aid 2223

Tema, S.S. 1557

'Tentmaker' ministry
in the Anglican Church 1820
among Blacks 1819

'Teologiese Studentevereniging'
(Potchefstroom) 1643

Terrorism
political violence and 979

Textual criticism
problems in old testament - 118
reconstruction of 4Q Florilegium 1:15 (Qumran) 234

Thaba Nchu Mission Station
mission and education at 1597

Theodicy
natural theology and 608

Theodoret of Cyrrhus
old testament hermeneutics of 1128

Theological training
general 1825
in Africa 1825
of black ministers 1828
of black ministers and evangelicalists for the Ned. Herv. Church 1634-6
of Blacks by Whites 1829-30
of Blacks in the Presbyterian, Methodist, Congregational and Anglican churches 1605
Calvin's Genevan Academy 1169
facilities for evangelical - in Africa 1607
St. John Vianney Seminary, Pretoria 1459
for pastoral care 1824
of the roman catholic laity 1778
and the study of classics 1606
Theological training (cont)

Theology

of acceptance 581
Ac 17:15-34; Rm 1:18-35 and mission and natural 335

africanisation of 2377
ancient greek thought as origin of western 1121 and the authority of the Bible and confessions 624
K. Barth's and mission 548
Calvin and Thomas Aquinas on natural 607

Calvinism and modern trends in 1303, 2071

catechesis and existentialist 2184

Church History as theological subject 1082
creation, fall of man and redemption in modern 650

crisis in modern protestant 543

of the cross and the suffering God 725

Dogmatics and Theological Ethics 582
ecclesiastical journalism, and the church 2224
ecumenical and evangelical and Missiology 1027
ecumenical of the World Council of Churches 1671

'faith' in and in philosophy 585-6, 589-90

of hope 1010

humanism and 644

and ideology 542

involvement in 342

liberal and Ordnungstheologie in national socialist Germany 539

of liberation 1010

and man 688

Mary in 1330

and method 343-5

modern trends in 531, 535

modern trends in philosophy and in 2444

modernism in 536

and natural science 347

natural and theodicy 608

of the N.G. Church 1371-2

of obedience 574

philosophical impurities in post-Dordt 1252

philosophical problem of 346

and philosophy 352, 354

philosophy and in K. Barth and P. Tillich 555

political 1008

post-war theological development of the Geref. Church 1433

Potchefstroom Theological Seminary and 1629, 1632

Practical Theology and other theological disciplines 1725

problem of theological ethics 813

reformed content of K. Barth's 554

religion as problem in Science of Religion and in 2234

as response to social change 841

revelation, and Science of Law 351

of revolution 986, 1010

secularism in 2211, 2215

south african and modern dutch reformed theology 546

theological basis for human rights 896

theological trends in Africa 2383

-, philosophy and other sciences 350, 353

-, politics and racial problems 992
Theology (cont)
and the theory of development 853
truth of theological opinions 575
J.D. du Toit as theologian 1558, 1565
and university 2108
in the USA 1267
use of the Bible in south
african - 5, 20
verification of theological
opinions 583
work, church and 297, 918

Third World
general 977
reformed higher education in
latin - countries 2144
'Statement of the ecumenical
dialogue of - theologians' 1667

Thomas Aquinas
general 1146
biologism and 658
faith and reason in - and
Averroes 1145
and the fundamental problems
of modern time 1149
imagination in Thomas' theory
of knowledge 1144
on natural theology 607
nature and grace in 1143
philosophical conception in
Summa contra gentiles 1147
'theology' in Summa contra
genitiles and contemporary
studies 1148
Thomas' idea about wonders 1150
Thomas' philosophy of state 1142

Thurneysen, E.
pastoral care and psychology
in - and T.C. Oden 1950
pastoral care in - and J.E.
Adams 1942

Tillich, P.
philosophy and theology in K.
Barth and in 555

Tithes
general 4
pastoral care and 1946

Tiv
J.G. Botha and N.G. Church
mission among 1483

Toddler
religion of 2047

Toit, J.D. du
general 1564, 1567, 1570
actuality of the writings of 1573
as Bible translator 44, 1574
christian motifs in the poetry
of 464
as church leader 1575
death of children in the poetry
of 424
and education 1559
and the integration of the
Afrikaans Bible Translation
1568
meaning of - for modern time
1563
as patriot 1569
as poet 437, 484, 1562, 1566
and Potchefstroom University
1561
retirement of 1560
as scientist 1572
as theologian 1558, 1565
and the versification of the
Psalms 1562, 1571

Toit, S.J. du 1576

Tomlinson Report
and black education 2034

Tradition
traditions in the Old Testament
126
use of pentateuchal traditions
in Job 220
Transcendence
man between the transcendent and non-transcendent in Bonaventure of Bagnoreia 1153

Transgression
and penalty in Ex 191

Transkei
church adherence in 1434

Translation
Afrikaans Bible - and the Afrikaner 519
Afrikaans Bible translators 44
contemporary - of the New Testament 43
of Jn 1:1-4, 14 45
methods of, and problems in Bible - 48
new Afrikaans Bible - 46-7, 49
of Pr 31:1 222
of Ps in Afrikaans 1890
J.D. du Toit and the Afrikaans Bible - 44, 1568, 1574
of ugaritic text 1001:1-2 105
of ugaritic text 1001:3-5a 106
of ugaritic text 1001:5b-7 107
of IQS 1:1-7a (Qumran) 233

Transvaal
Afrikaans in education in 1603, 1995, 2088
Christian national education and state schools in 1598
educational policy in 2003
educational principles in 1997, 2112
history of education in 1590
legislation for education in 1993
political influence of the Hermannsburg Missionary Society in 1453
presidency of T.F. Burgers 1486
F. Reuter as missionary in 1539

Treaty
structure of the Sephire Treaties and the structure of Dt 194

Trinity
general 633
Logos, - and incarnation in early greek apologetics 1118

Truth
in art 452
historical - 1093
historical - and calvinistic view of history 1087
in Jn 4:23f 323
of theological opinions 575
understanding of - in F.D.E. Schleiermacher 564

Turfloop congregation (N.G. Church)
history of 1414

Turfloop Theological Seminary
academical recognition of theological training at 1613
co-operation between the N.G. Church and the Ned. Herv. Church at 1609
ex-students of 1611
history of 1612
training of female helpers at 1610

Uganda
martyrdom of first Christians in 1440

Ugarit
Sun mountains at 103

Ugaritic
Anat and Baal in - texts 97
aphel causative in 95
falcon episode in the Aqhat tale 104
Ugaritic (cont)
Keret epic 26-43 83
Keret epic 54-59 84
Keret epic 59-72 85
Keret epic 73-79 86
Keret epic 79b-89 87
mswn and maswatu in 90
problems in the Keret epic 82
semantic field of kly in 88
shrtt in text 51:VIII:22 79
text RS 24.252 and David 109
text V and Ex 32:17 189
text 1001:1-2, translation 105
and discussion 106
text 1001:3-5a, translation 106
and discussion 107
text 1001:5b-7, translation 107
and discussion - month names 96

Unemployment
church and 913

Unesco
and Christianity 1113

Union of Socialist Soviet Republics
church and persecution in 1257
religion in 1256
soviet communism 2463

United Nations Organisation
Unesco and Christianity 1113

United States of America
american humanism 2477
american philosophy of state 997
christian philosophy in 2282
coop-eration between calvinistic universities in South Africa, the Netherlands and 1591
cultural contact points between South Africa and 1264
evangelicalism in 1268
A. Kuyper and religious freedom in 1270
race relations in South Africa and 1356
racial policies in - and apartheid 1055
racial problems and nationality in 1032
religious freedom in 1269
roman catholic evangelisation in 2200

Universe
origin of 670

University
academic freedom 2133, 2153, 2159
authority and discipline at 2094
christian in the secular - 2137
Christianity, democracy and university 2095, 2169, 2173
christian lecturer, teacher and student at a christian institution 2106
christian national education and higher education 2081
christian teacher at a christian - in Japan 2114
christian - 2082
christian - and academic development of students 2156
christian views on - and student 2096
contextual possibilities for a christian academic service 2157
coop-eration between christian universities in South Africa, the Netherlands and the USA 1591
coop-ordination between christian universities in South Africa 2089
and education for life 2107
future of higher education 2136, 2155
University (cont)
as it is and as it ought to be 2139
G.W. Leibniz and the modern - 2311
historical perspective and the educational task of 2111
Philosophy and the education of students 356
politics and the academy 2073
protestant - 2134
readiness of students for 2178
and society 2119
and society in future 2098
structural framework of - in future 2167
structure of 2131
task of 2135, 2166
task and role of 2130
tension in the christian - 2165
theology and 2108
threats to 2070
threats to the christian character of the christian - 2092, 2115
- , educational indoctrination and Philosophy 2074
- , student and revolution 2097
value and task of Philosophy at 2298
see also Christian higher education

University of South Africa
theological training at 1827, 1831
Upington
planning of the ministry in - presbytery 1744

Urbanisation
conference on - of the Afrikaner 1759
urban history and the history of 1080

Utilitarianism
psychologism and - in education 2022

Van Riebeeck Day
religious meaning of 1368

Vatican II
church and culture in 403
on the Jews 1334
religions in 1333

Venda
housing problems among 2262
N.T. Koen as missionary among 1515

Venter, E.A. 1577

Verhoef, P.A.
areas of interest of 1580
bibliography of publications by 1578
retirement of 1579

'Veritas Vincet'
and Potchefstroom Theological Seminary 1621

Versfeld, M.
Versfeld's conversion to roman catholicism 1740

Via Dolorosa 236

Villiers, I.L. de
use of the Bible in the poetry of 476

Violence
and Christianity in South Africa 923
political - and terrorism 979

Visitation 1975

Visser family
contribution of - to the Ned. Herv. Church 1581

Vocation
fostering vocations to priesthood 1816
priesthood and vocations 1817
Vocation (cont)
to priesthood among
Blacks 1812
see also  Calling
Voortrekkers  see Great Trek
Vorster, J.D. 1582
Vow
nature of 169
'Vrije Universiteit', Amsterdam
centenary of 1247
and Potchefstroom University 1233
in wartime 1244
75th anniversary of 1233, 1235, 1243, 1246

Wages 832, 2491
Waldenses
and South Africa 1355
Walt, A.J.H. van der 1349
Walt, B.J. van der
God, law and world in 641
War
general 928
calvinism in the crisis of
World War II 1311
conscientious objection in
South Africa 924
national service and objection 925
pacifism and militarism 927
peace and the threat of 929
warfare and revolutionary 973
Waterink, J.
and education 1996
visit of - to South Africa 1362
Weber, M.
and christian Sociology 2325
Welfare organisation
Church, society and 797
church, state and 796
Westernisation
influence of - on the Zulu 2235
Western world
black and western thought 540
calvinism and the development
of western culture 1293
Christianity and 1114
contemporary western culture 541
democracy in 2146
modern western culture and
counterculture 413
problems in the modern western
family 1974
racial problems and 1019
science and technique in the
crisis of 366
Social Work and western culture 1847
Westminster, Convocation of
(1643) 1217
Wet, C.J.H. de 1584
White Theology
old testament hermeneutics in
black theology and in 1922
Wiersinga, H.
effective doctrine of reconciliation in 729
Wine
etymology of yayin 155
Wisdom
chokma-Joseph-Hybris 110
Wisdom literature
context of wisdom admonitions 76
'father' in ancient near eastern 75
and wisdom schools 77
Witchdoctor
attitudes of urban and rural
Blacks towards witchdoctors 2258
Witnessing
Ac 1:8 and 1934
christian witness in society 861
and economic discrepancies 852
Woestijne, K. van de 469
Wolmarans family 1585
Woltjer, J.
Woltjer's philosophy of history 1104
Woman
in church history 1110
and church in the writings of G. von le Fort 445
and church office 1851, 1858
and church office in the New Testament 1852
and church office in the N.G. Church 1856
and church office in the Old Testament 1855
in the congregation 1853
and modern society 1854
role of - in the church 1849-50, 1857
Wonders
 general 682, 685
and law 683
Thomas Aquinas' idea about 1150
Word of God
actuality of 620
and the authority of the Bible 628
Bible as 7, 13, 617
and certainty 613
Christ's government of the church through - and Spirit 1691
and current economic and political situation in South Africa 1003
infinity and incarnation of - in Ockenga 614
Logos theme in the Bible and in the writings of G.M. Hopkins 428
Logos, Trinity and incarnation in early greek apologetics 1118
and man 621
meaning of the term - 615
and rebirth 753
and science 619
- Holy Spirit and preaching in Calvin 1182
see also Bible, Jesus Christ
Work
Afrikaner woman and professional 917
calvinism and - planning 1280
calvinistic views on 1301
calvinistic - ethics 818
church and unemployment 913
church, society and 914
ethics of 2491
Gn 4:2 and the labour problem 173
on the Lord's Day 902
man and 919
as principle in industrial psychology 2343
Ps 8 and daily - 219
sociological perspectives on 912
state and labour relations 916
wages 832, 2491
- , church and theology 297, 918
- , Sociology and social care 915
World
actuality of christian faith in the changing - 584
afrikaans culture and the modern 397
Afrikaner world-view and life-view 508, 511, 517, 524, 526
calling of the church in 1770
calvinism and - problems 1302
World (cont)
characteristics of world-views 376
Christian and the changing - 709
Christianity and the modern - 1761
Christian life-view and world-view and the modern - 509
church, - and eschatology 769
church, - and kingdom of God 1765
end of 806
evolutionistic life-view and world-view 678
God and 640
God, law and - in B.J. van der Walt 641
Great Powers and - politics 1009
Holy Spirit and - in Col 337
kingdom of God and kingdoms of the world 276, 595
kingdom of God, church and 597
modern - 381
norms and the changing - 824
pastoral ministry and african world-view 1943
philosophical analysis of life-view and world-view 393
religion and world-view in the prose of E. Leroux 448
study of world-views 375
traditional world-view of Blacks in Southern Africa 2256
World Council of Churches
'A common account of hope' (statement of - ) 1666
ecumenic theology of 1671
neo-marxism, - and the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands 1670
and racial problems 1052
and South Africa 1669
and 20th century reformation 1668
Worship
anglican - in victorian Natal 1864
church discipline and public - 1873
and the collection 1867
festive nature of public - 1872
function of the church organ in public - 1892
Holy Spirit and public - 1861, 1871
renewal of public - 1868
see also Liturgy
Wyk de Vries, K.S. van 1583
Xhosa
'Great Hymn' by Ntsikana 2379
history of 2252
mission and education among 2430
ukudala and ukubumba in 2261
Young, C.A. 1586
Youth
and academic authority 893
and authority 891
and the authority of the church 884, 889
and the authority of parents 886, 888
and the church 2179
conference on - and authority 887
cultural crisis and 2182
and political authority 883, 885
religion of 2048
secularism and 2217
treatment of juvenile delinquents in South Africa 1966

281
Yusuf, Schech
as founder of Islam in South Africa 2266

Zambia
church and education in 1448
ministry in the Reformed Church in 1805

Zechariah
9:1 and the function of Cayin 211

Zedekiah
punishment of 108

Zen Buddhism 2239

Zephaniah
'kingdom of God' in 210

Zijl, P.G. van 1587

Zimbabwe
black education in 2042
roman catholic prison apostolate in 1965

Zionism
general 2276-7
as jewish nationalism 2274

Zulu
church and culture change
in a - tribal community 2385
N.G. Church among 1407
norwegian mission among 1456
ukudala and ukubumba in 2261
westernisation and the 2235
- beliefs 2255
the - minister 2439